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Abstract: Geometry has two great treasures. One of them is Pythagorian Theorem and the other is division 
of line segment by equal and average ratio. We can call the first one “a portion of gold” and the other “a 
precious jewel”. Keppler’s idea has led us to how we could find the golden ratio in a trapezium. And we 
have discovered this golden ratio in four steps. We construct the golden ratio by using a bisector area of a 
trapezoid.
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INTRODUCTION

Let |AD| = a, |BC| = b, a<b and [AD]//[BC] at an 
ABCD trapezium. Let’s find a golden point that divides 
|AD| with the golden ratio in a few steps.[1-3]

• Let’s draw BC⊥EC and |CE|=|AD|=a (Fig. 1)
• If the middle point of |EB| is F, 
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• Let’s take |BF|=|FG| in condition of |BE|⊥ |FG|
• Let’s draw a circle radied B(BG) and 

B(BG)∩[BC] = H

• [KL]// [BC] and 
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Fig. 1: Golden ratio in the trapezoid

• Let’s draw [AN]//[DC]. It’s |BN| = b-a and 
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• We can find the equation of 
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Equation seven must be equal to 5 1
2
−  to make 

this ratio and point L the golden point.

When this equation is solved, b = 3a is found 
which shows the condition to be able to find the golden 
point at a trapezium.

CONCLUSION

At an ABCD trapezium [BC]//[AD] and for a<b 
|AD|, |BC|=b if b = 3a, there is always a golden point on 
|AB| or |CD|.

Golden   point   has   been   found   in  a  few  steps
as in Fig. 1.
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